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Software-based systems have a strong impact in the daily life. For instance, systems like televisions, cell phones,
credit cards are used for persons, while others systems, like networks, telecommunications, distributed and em-
bedded devices, supercomputers, are used by organisations such as companies, governments, nations... Several
countries, especially the advanced ones, rely on systems for the efficiency of domains like economy, health... Since
they are needed in daily life, those systems should be reliable, and their specifications and design must be clear, un-
derstandable and should follow specific rules and they must avoid faults, failures and if they can not, they should at
least be fault-tolerant and fail-safe. Therefore, because of those requirements, “Formal Verification” can be usefull
to obtain an assurance and guarantee of their correctness with respect to safety and security issues.
1.2 Proof-Based Modelling Of Distributed Algorithms
Formal Verification is provided by techniques and tools like model checking [24] or proof assistants [42] or by
combination of abstractions namely abstract interpretation [17]; techniques and tools are based on modelling
languages which allows one to express the system to model, the property to check and there are environments that
integrate these specificities namely Isabelle [42, 16], PVS or Rodin [7]. System Modelling is one those techniques,
and it is the main technique we have used in our works. System Modelling is the action of expressing, analysing
and visualising the architecture of a system ([2]). When a model of the system is obtained, properties like safety,
liveness can be checked and questions such as “does the system satisfy its specifications/requirements?...” can be
answered, with the help of methods like model-checking ([24]) or the use of interactive and automatic theorem
proving tools ([8]).
Our works focus on a particular class of systems: systems based on distributed algorithms. The verification of
those systems is not trivial. A method for checking those systems is the following ([9, 32, 33]): the algorithms used
by the systems are redeveloped by targetting a given collection of required properties. During the redevelopment
of an algorithm, several models of the system using the algorithm are built. The models are linked together by a
relationship called refinement: they are produced step-by-step, with the concrete ones adding details and constraints
to the abstract ones and preserving their properties and behaviour. Models are developed and proved using the Event
B Method ([6, 3, 11, 4, 39]) and the tool called Rodin Platform ([5]). Other tools like the model-checker ProB ([29])
or the visualisation software Visidia ([12, 18, 48, 47, 15]) are also used in order to check the behaviour of the models.
Consequently, by using this method, we obtain a collection of correct-by-construction algorithms.
We focus here on the probabilistic aspects of distributed algorithms, because they are mainly related to termi-
nation, e.g. choice between two delays in the case of communication protocols like IEEE 1394 (FireWire), choice
between several colors for vertex coloring algorithms... And since we are interested in adding the study of proba-
bilistic aspects of these algorithms, we are planning to use the probabilistic model-checker PRISM ([26]) after the
last step of the correct-by-construction process.
In this report, we present our works about distributed graph coloring algorithms (also called vertex coloring
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algorithms), based on an algorithm developed by Métivier et al ([40]), using the techniques and methods described
in this section and the previous ones (see figure 1.1).




A distributed system ([38, 15]) is a system composed of several agents (processes) which apply algorithms written
in a programming language and communicate with each other through a communication channel, which can be a
network, shared variables, messages...
Figure 1.2: A Distributed system
A distributed system is considered as a set of events composed of local events related to the agents and their
local computations and global events like the use of the communication channel, messages sending/receiving... and
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is often seen as a graph ([48]), where the vertices are the agents/processes and the edges, direct communication
links between them.
Figure 1.3: Representation of a distributed system by a graph
In a distributed system, the use of resources by agents needs to be coordinated in order to avoid critical situations
like deadlocks, starvations, conflicts... Therefore, it is necessary for the events (local and global) to have an ordering.
Several researchers, such as Lamport ([28]), have proposed some solutions in order to solve this problem.
b Differences Between Distributed And Centralised Systems
New problems ([38]), which are not present in centralised systems, are encountered in distributed ones, especially:
• Local states vs global states: the system can be blocked (agents blocking each other, deadlocks, starvations...)
and its coherence and consistency must always be guaranteed somehow...
• Computations and communications: synchronous or asynchronous?
• Are computations and communications trustworthy?
• Resources sharing: shared resources can lead to competition between agents, and problems such as dead-
locks, starvations, conflicts... appear. A policy about how to regulate the use of the resources of the system
by its agents must be established (mutual exclusion algorithms...),
• Communication delays: Communications between agents must be reliable and satisfy time constraints,
• Fault management and reliability of the communication channel: communications between agents are of-
ten made via untrustworthy devices. Therefore, the system must be fault-tolerant/fail-safe and use several
algorithmic solutions in order to guarantee its safe functioning and a good quality of service.
c Examples Of Distributed Systems
Distributed systems often use well-known distributed algorithms ([38]), such as: mutual exclusion, routing, election
or distributed calculus... The following systems ([38]) use some of these algorithms:
• Communication protocols,
• IEEE 1394 FireWire: election of a network leader,
• Vertex coloring algorithms,
• Resources sharing: mutual exclusion...
In order to give concrete examples, a few of these systems will be described in details:
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Vertex coloring algorithms: The goal of these algorithms ([40, 19, 37, 41, 46, 21, 25, 15]), also called graph
coloring algorithms, is to assign labels, which are commonly assimilated to colors, to the vertices of a graph. The
coloring is done in such a way that no two adjacent vertices of the graph have the same color.
IEEE 1394 FireWire: The IEEE 1394 (FireWire) ([44, 1, 9, 10, 43]) is a protocol created in order to manage
communications (data and signals) between interconnected informatic devices and peripherals. The graph/network
formed by the interconnected devices must have no cycle. The goal of this protocol is to elect a leader among the
device. That leader will be in charge of the management of the network.
Mutual exclusion algorithms: Several agents/processes share and use a common resource. The goal of a mutual
exclusion algorithm ([38]) is to avoid the simultaneous use of the common resource. Mutual exclusion algorithms
have generally this kind of pattern:
1. Request: a process p asks for the critical section (use of the common resource) and sends a message to all the
other processes,
2. Waiting: p waits for all the other processes allowing it to enter the critical section,
3. Critical Section: p enters the critical section and uses the common resource, p will leave it after a finite
amount of time,
4. Release: p leaves the critical section and sends a message to all the other processes.
d Distributed Systems And Probabilities
Probabilistic arguments are often involved in termination of some distributed algorithms. A good example showing
the importance of probabilities in termination is the communication protocol IEEE 1394 Root Contention Protocol.
This example shows us the situation called contention which involves two adjacent nodes asking to each other
to become the leader at the same time, therefore introducing a livelock. This situation is solved probabilistically
(see figure 1.4): the two nodes have to choose between two delays, a short one and a long one, before asking
their neighbour again. If they choose the same, they have to restart the choice again, otherwise the one which has
chosen the long delay will become the leader, because he will be asked to become the leader first. We assume that
termination is here almost-certain: Because of the probabilistic choice, we are sure that one day, the fact that the
choices of the two nodes are different will happen.
Figure 1.4: Probabilistic choice of a delay before signal emission by a node (IEEE 1394 Root Contention Protocol)
Such kind of situation can also be found during vertex coloring algorithms (see figure 1.5): During the choice of a
color by a vertex, the latter can choose the same color as its neighbours or a different one. If it chooses a different
one, it means that it has reached its local end of the vertex coloring algorithm. Here, the probabilities make us sure
that, provided the fact that there are enough colors, so the node and its neighbours can choose different ones, one
day, although we do not know the time it will take, the fact that the node and its neighbours choose different colors
will happen.
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Figure 1.5: Probabilistic choice of a color by a node
1.3.2 Vertex Coloring Algorithms
Symmetry breaking has always been a central problem in distributed systems. Several techniques have been devel-
oped in order to achieve it, such as Maximal Independent Set (MIS) algorithms, graph coloring algorithms... In this
section, we will focus on graph/vertex coloring algorithms.
a Introduction
A vertex coloring algorithm is a method of graph labelling ([40, 19, 37, 41, 46, 21, 25, 15]): its goal is to assign
labels to the vertices of the graph. The labels are often assimilated to colors. Consequently, it is called graph
coloring algorithm. The coloring/labelling is done in such a manner that no two adjacent vertices of the graph
share the same label/color: a proper coloring of a graph G = {V,E} (with V the set of the vertices of G and
E the set of its edges), using a set of colors (COLORS ⊂ N | COLORS = {1..N}), is a function f such as
(f : V 7→ COLORS | f(i) 6= f(j) if i↔ j ∈ E) . The minimal N for which f is satisfied is called the chromatic
number of G and is generally denoted χ or χ(G).
Figure 1.6: A proper vertex coloring of the Petersen graph
Vertex coloring algorithm are generally applied on simple graphs (connected, irreflexive, undirected, unweighted
graphs).
b Overview Of Vertex Coloring Algorithms
Several algorithms have been developed in order to color a graph. As described in the work of Duffy, O’Connell
and Sapozhnikov ([19]), vertex coloring algorithms can be classified into two categories:
• Algorithms using centralised techniques ([41, 45, 13]): The word “centralised” implies that there is at least
an “administrator” which decides for the graph coloring. It may be a vertex of the graph or an entity
which is not a part of it, with complete knowledge of it (structure, edges, number of vertices...). When
the “administrator” discovers a correct coloring, it sends a message to all the vertices that the algorithm is
complete and gives them their colors.
• Algorithms using distributed techniques ([19, 46, 21, 25, 22, 40]): Centralised graph coloring algorithms
were developed first. But some problems, which could not be solved using such solutions, have appeared
(frequency allocation in IEEE 802.11, in telecommunications [19, 22, 49]). Therefore, new algorithms were
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developed. They are still studied nowadays, in order to improve them or to discover new ones. These new
algorithms involve all the vertices of the graph which is being colored and those vertices have their own
“intelligence”: generally, they choose their own colors using probabilities and randomness, know when they
have chosen the same color as a neighbour, and when they have a proper color, in which case they remove
themselves from the uncolored graph ([19, 40, 46, 21, 25, 22]).
In this work, we focus on developing algorithms using distributed techniques. In fact, there is no or little verification
of the safety correctness of the previous algorithms ([19, 46, 21, 25, 22, 40]) which are considering some random
numbers for defining the coloring process. The main contribution is yet the analysis of complexity and it can be
done later on our models.
c Applications Of Vertex Coloring Algorithms
There are many practical applications of vertex coloring algorithms that include:
• Scheduling ([30]): Graph coloring algorithms can be used to order a set of jobs. Two jobs are considered
being adjacent when they can take place at the same time. The goal is to avoid that adjacent jobs happen at
the same time.
• Register allocation in compilers ([19, 45]): A program contains a set of variables. Each variable is assigned
to a virtual register. The goal is to map virtual registers to physical ones. Two virtual registers are considered
being adjacent if there is an “interference” between them: They exist at the same time during the execution
of the program and they can not be mapped to a same physical register. The purpose of register allocation
is to ensure that all the virtual registers are associated with physical ones and that no two adjacent virtual
registers share the same physical one.
• Frequency allocation in IEEE 802.11, in telecommunications ([19, 49, 22]): Nowadays, the coexistence
of several wireless networks in the same place is common. Interference between these networks must be
avoided. Two networks are considered being adjacent if they share the same frequency spectrum. Depending
on the standard (IEEE 802.11 a/b/g), there is a certain number of non-overlapping frequencies that can be
used in order to avoid interferences. We can see that it is equivalent to a graph coloring problem, with the
vertices of the graph being the networks, the colors allowed being the non-overlapping frequencies.
1.4 The Modelling Framework And Tools
1.4.1 Event B
a Introduction
Event B is a formal method for system modelling created by Jean-Raymond Abrial ([6, 11, 4]). It is based on
another formal method called “classical” B ([3]). An Event B model is charaterized by its invariants and safety
properties. The Event B method generates proof obligations in order to show that a model has a correct behaviour,
and that its invariants and safety properties are not violated. The proof obligations are generated using the weakest
precondition calculus. The approach used is generic: the techniques used to model different systems belonging to
various domains (such as distributed systems, electrical circuits...) are always the same, with the user only focusing
on the proof obligations generated. One of the main aspects of the Event B method is the use of a relation called
“refinement” between the models: An “abstract” model is refined by a “concrete” one, if the behaviour of the
“concrete” model respects the behaviour of the “abstract” one. The idea behind “refinement” is to begin with a
general model containing only the basic behaviour of a studied system, then progressively add more details and
constraints to it. Some proof obligations often called “refinement proofs” must be demonstrated, in order to prove
that, indeed, a concrete model is refining an abstract one. Several tools ([5, 29]) are related to this formal method:
we can cite the “Atelier B” tool, the Rodin Platform and the model-checker ProB... During our works, we have
mainly used Rodin Platform and ProB.
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Figure 1.7: Overview of Event B
b Modelling Using The Event B Methodology
Event B models are composed of two elements: a “context” and a “machine”.
Contexts
The general aspect of a context is the following:
CONTEXT ctxtN
EXTENDS ctxt1, ctxt2, ...
SETS S1, S2, ...
CONSTANTS C1, C2, ...
AXIOMS A1, A2, ...
PROPERTIES P1, P2, ...
END
A context contains the static part of a model: it contains the sets (S1, S2, ...), the constants used in the model. It
contains also axioms (A1, A2, ...) related to the sets and constants and allowing to prove the properties (P1, P2,
...). A context can extend other contexts (ctxt1, ctxt2, ...) too, and use the sets, constants, axioms, and properties
defined in the latters.
Machines
The general aspect of a machine is the following:
MACHINE machN
REFINES machM
SEES ctxt1, ctxt2, ...
VARIABLES v1, v2, ...
INVARIANTS I1, I2, ...
THEOREMS T1, T2, ...
EVENTS E1, E2, ...
END
A machine contains the dynamic part of a model. It contains the variables (v1, v2, ...), the invariants (I1, I2, ...),
the theorems and the events (E1, E2, ...) of the model. The events define the dynamic behaviour of the model:
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state changes of the model, variables modifications are done by the events. A machine can refine another one too
(machM).
Events
The events of a machine modify its state by changing the values of its variables (denoted by v), which are
constrained by its invariants (denoted by I(v)). An event is composed of a guard G(t, v) and an action S(t, v).
The symbol t is the set of the local variables of the event. The guard is a condition that must be satisfied, in order
to activate the action which will modify the variables.
We have three types of events (called EVT 1, EVT 2, EVT 3):








G(t, v) and G(v) are the possible forms of the guard of an event: G(t, v) is used when the event has local variables
and G(v) is used when it has none. S(t, v) and S(v) are the possible forms of the action of an event: S(t, v) is
used when the event has local variables and S(v) is used when it has none. The type EVT 2 is used when t = ∅,
i.e. when the event has no local variable. The type EVT 3 is used when the guard is always true. An event called
INITIALISATION must always be present in a machine: it is the event which defines its initial state by giving the
variables v their initial values. The type of this event is EVT 3-like.
The Actions Of An Event And Their Effects
The actions of an event are composed of affectations, which can take one of the following three forms:
AFF 1 AFF 2 AFF 3
x := E(t, v) x :∈ E(t, v) x : |P (t, v, x′)
x is the variable modified by the affectation, E(t, v) is an expression and P (t, v, x′) is a predicate. AFF 1
is a deterministic affectation, it gives x a precise value from a set SET if SET is not empty (SET 6= ∅), while the
others are non-deterministic: AFF 2 gives x a random value from SET, if SET is not empty (SET 6= ∅) and AFF 3
gives x a value x′ which satisfies the predicate P (t, v, x′). The effects of these affectations can also be described
by predicates called “Before-After” predicates. These “Before-After” predicates define the relations between the
state of x before the affectation (denoted by x) and its state after (denoted by x′). In the table below, we list the
“Before-After” predicates corresponding to each affectation:
Before-After(AFF 1) Before-After(AFF 2) Before-After(AFF 3)
x′ = E(t, v) x′ ∈ E(t, v) P (t, v, x′)
All the affectations contained by an action S(t, v) are described by the conjunction of their Before-after predicates.
In this report, this conjunction will be denoted by a predicate A(t, v, x′). The variables which are not present in
the affectations remain unchanged. These unchanged variables will be denoted by y. Therefore, an action can be
described by the following Before-After predicate:
Before−After(S(t, v)) ≡ A(t, v, x′) ∧ y′ = y
In this report, the predicate Before-After(S(t, v)) will be denoted by S(t, v, v’). These predicates are used in the
proof obligations of a machine.
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Proof Obligations
Proof obligations are generated using the weakest precondition calculus. Their main purpose is to demonstrate
the correctness of a model: if the model has a correct behaviour, and respects its specifications. In this report, proof
obligations are presented under this form: hypotheses ⊢ goals. Two types of proof obligations are generated: the
proof obligations called Feasibility and the ones called Invariant Preservation.
Feasibility
For each event, feasibility must be proved: it must be demonstrated that the Before-After predicate S(t, v, v′)
of an event gives an after-state whenever the guard G(t, v) holds. The general aspect of feasibility proof obliga-
tions is the following:
I(v), G(v) ⊢ (∃v′.S(t , v , v′))
By discharging this feasibility proof obligation, we show that the guard G(t, v) is the enabling condition of the
event.
Invariant Preservation
The invariants of a machine must always be verified, even if the state of the machine and/or the values of its
variables change. This property can be demonstrated by discharging the following Invariant Preservation proof
obligation:
I(v), G(t, v), S(t, v, v′) ⊢ I(v′)
Refinement
One of the main aspects of Event B method is the refinement. It is a relationship between two models: if a
concrete model refines an abstract one, more details and constraints are added to the abstract model in the concrete
one. An event of the abstract machine can be refined by one or more events in the concrete one.












We can see that the refining event is EC, and the refined one is EA. Witnesses, which are formulaes assigning values
to some abstract parameters of an event and described in the WITH part, can also be used.
Formal Definition
A concrete machine can only refine one abstract machine. An invariant called gluing invariant links the states of
the abstract machine to the ones of the concrete machine. This invariant will be denoted J(v, w), with v the set of
variables of the abstract machine and w the variables of the concrete machine.
When an abstract machine is refined, each of its events must be refined by one or several events in the concrete
machine.



















EC refines EA if the guard of EC is stronger than the guard of EA, and if the glueing invariant J(v, w) establishes
a simulation of EC by EA:
I(v), J(v, w), H(u ,w), T (u, w, w′) ⊢ (∃t, v′.G(t, v) ∧ S(t, v, v′) ∧ J(v′, w′))
T (u, w, w′) is the Before-After predicate of the action T (u,w) of the event EC.
New events can be added to the concrete machine: these new events refine a specific event called SKIP, which is
an event with no action.
c Probabilistic Event-B
Several works were conducted in order to add probabilities to the Event B method especially by Hoang, McIver,
Morgan, Hallerstede, Abrial et al ([20, 35, 36, 23, 31, 34]). They propose an extension of Event B which incor-
porates probabilities, via the introduction of a probabilistic-choice substitution, with its associated semantic and
logic based on real numbers, which are necessary to express probabilities. This extension introduces new ways of
expressing invariants, events and affectations:
• Invariants: p < I >. The interpretation of such an expression is : probability p if I holds, and probability 0
otherwise,
• Events: Different ways to specify probabilistic events are introduced too.
1. E1 ≡ SELECT p THEN b END
E2 ≡ SELECT 1− p THEN c END
2. E12a ≡
PCHOICE p THEN b
ELSE c
END
3. E12b ≡ BEGIN b p
⊕
c END
These expressions show how complementary events
can be defined : action b may occur with a probability
p and another one c (complementary of b) , can occur
with probability 1− p.
• Affectations: a probabilistic affectation is also introduced.
– x
⊕
|P (t, v, x′): A new value satisfying the predicate P is assigned to x. This new value is chosen
among the set of the values satisfying P , according to a probabilistic distribution over the elements of
this set. It means that each values which satisfies P has a probability p to be chosen attached to it,
with respect to the fact that the sum of all the probabilities p is 1 and p is neither equal to 0, nor 1, but
0 < p < 1.
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1.4.2 PRISM
One of the main goals of our work is to take probabilities into account during the development of distributed
systems. In order to achieve that purpose, we focused our interest on probabilistic formal tools, like the model-
checker PRISM ([26]).
a Introduction
PRISM ([26]) is a formal verification tool developed by the University of Birmingham. It is a model-checker whose
main purpose is the modelling and the analysis of systems which have features related to random behaviour and/or
probabilistic statements, such as distributed systems, biological processes...
b Architecture Of PRISM
PRISM supports three differents probabilistic models:
• DTMC (Discrete Time Markov Chains): This model is a variant of Markov chains. Its characterics are the
following: the transitions between the possible states of a system being modelled occur in discrete time-steps,
and the probabilities of making a transition are given by discrete probability distribution,
• MDP (Markov Decision Processes): This model is an extension of DTMC. It combines the probabilistic
behaviour of DTMC with non-determinism: the choice of the successor of a state of a system being modelled
is a non-deterministic choice between several discrete probability distributions over its possible successors,
• CTMC (Continuous Time Markov Chains): In this model, the time is considered being continuous, transitions
between the possible states of a system being modelled can occur at any time instant, and its probabilistic
behaviour is continuous.
Systems are described using the PRISM Language. The descriptions are specified as being DTMC, CTMC or
MDP. The resulting models are taken as inputs by the model-checker. The specifications and properties we want
to verify are written using two logics derived of the CTL logic (Computation Tree Logic - which is a branching-
time logic, meaning that its model of time is a tree-like structure in which a state can have several and different
successors):
• PCTL: it is a probabilistic extension of CTL,
• CSL: this logic is based on CTL and PCTL and is used for specifications and properties on models which are
specified as being CMTC.
The model-checker computes the set of reachable states, and verify by using BDD (Binary Decision Diagrams)
techniques, if there are states which satisfy the specifications and properties written in PCTL or CSL.
Figure 1.8: Architecture of PRISM
c Modelling With PRISM




There are two data types in the PRISM Language: integer and boolean. There are no complex data structures
like arrays, lists, records, sets, maps,... in the language.
PRISM Models
PRISM Models can be written that way:
• First, we have to specify the probabilistic behaviour of our model: it can be probabilistic (dtmc), non-
determistic and probabilistic (mdp) or stochastic (ctmc)
• Then, we have to specify the model’s dynamic behaviour:




A module contain local variables describing its local state of and commands describing its behaviour.
– The elements of a command are guards and updates: the guards are predicates over the local and global
variables of a module, and if they are satisfied, the updates, which are the transitions a module can
make, occur.
A command has two forms:
∗ a form where there are several updates, and where the choice of the update, which will occur,
depends on probabilities:
[] guard 1 & guard 2 & ... & guard N
-> probability 1 : (update 1) +
... +
probability N : (update N);
∗ a form where there is only one update that does not depend on probabilities:
[] guard 1 & guard 2 & ... & guard N -> update;
The update will always occur whenever the guard holds.
• Example of a PRISM model:
mdp
module M1
x : [0..2] init 0;
[] x=0 -> 0.8:(x’=0) + 0.2:(x’=1);
[] x=1 & y!=2 -> (x’=2);
[] x=2 -> 0.5:(x’=2) + 0.5:(x’=0);
endmodule
module M2
y : [0..2] init 0;
[] y=0 -> 0.8:(y’=0) + 0.2:(y’=1);
[] y=1 & x!=2 -> (y’=2);
[] y=2 -> 0.5:(y’=2) + 0.5:(y’=0);
endmodule
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Verifying Properties With PRISM
We present in this sections some examples of PRISM properties:
1. P<0.01 [ X y=1 ]
This property means: “The probability that y is equal to 1 in the next state is less than 0.01”.
2. P>0.5 [ z<2 U z=2 ]
This property means: “The probability that z is inferior to 2, until z becomes equal to 2, is more than 0.5”.
3. P<0.1 [ F z>2 ]
This property means: “The probability that z becomes one day superior to 2 is less than 0.1”.
4. P>=0.99 [ G z<10 ]
This property means: “The probability that z is always inferior to 10 is greater or equal to 0.99”.
5. P=? [ G z<10 ]
This property means: “We want PRISM to determine the probability that the event ‘z is always inferior to
10’ occurs”.




As we have already said in the previous sections, distributed systems are taking more and more place in our society.
These systems allow us to improve domains like telecommunications, networks, real-time process control, parallel
computation... But their development is a difficult and complicated process: in addition to the classical problems of
a system, new problems have appeared such as distribution, communication, competition problems, resources con-
flicts... and safety properties related to them are most of the time hard to prove... In order to ease the development
of distributed systems and help researchers and developers to gain insight into the functioning of those systems, a
visualisation and simulation software, dedicated to distributed algorithms, called ViSiDiA has been developed by
Mohamed Mosbah, Yves Métivier, Pierre Castéran, Akka Zemmari, Cédric Aguerre et al ([14, 12, 18, 48, 47]).
b ViSiDiA Concepts And Architecture
ViSiDiA is a software dedicated to distributed systems. It allows the user to visualise and simulate the behaviour
of said systems. Since distributed systems can be represented by graphs, its approach is based on rewriting sys-
tems, especially graph relabelling: labels are attached to the vertices and edges of a graph and these labels are
modified until no further transformation can be done. It is also based on local computations: the vertices do their
computations alone, and sometimes, communicate with neighbours via messages passing. Randomisation is used
by ViSiDiA to simulate the non-determinism aspect present in most of distributed systems.
As described in the figure below (figure 1.9), the software can be divided into three layers, which are:
1. a Graphical User Interface (GUI): this component allows the user to draw and edit graphs, to visualise the
simulation of a distributed system,
2. a Simulator: this component is the link between the GUI and the algorithms, it simulates the execution of the
algorithms by the vertices of the graph representing the studied distributed system,
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3. algorithms: these are a set of threads which represent each node. The algorithms are local: they are applied
by a vertex/process/agent. They are written in Java using some APIs provided by ViSiDiA and can be
synchronous or asynchronous ([18]).
Figure 1.9: Architecture of ViSiDiA
c Related Works
Some works focus on identifying distributed algorithms using local computations, rewriting distributed systems as
graph relabelling and studying properties like termination detection... such as the thesis of Affif Selami ([47]), or
the report written by Métivier et al ([15]) .
Figure 1.10: Examples of local computations and graph relabelling ([47, 15])
Another topic was also the subject of an in-depth studies: the combination of ViSiDiA with another formal
method, such as Event-B. This domain was studied by Mohamed Tounsi, Ahmed Hadj-Kacem, Mohamed Mosbah
and Dominique Méry et al. They give in [14] a general model for developing and proving distributed algorithms
using Event B and a perspective of their work is the derivation of a ViSiDiA-like model from concrete and local
Event-B model ([27]).
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Figure 1.11: Derivation of a ViSiDiA model from an Event B model ([14])
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Chapter 2
Stepwise Development Of Distributed
Vertex Coloring Algorithms
2.1 Overview
The figure 2.1 shows the methodology we used to develop the vertex coloring algorithms:
Figure 2.1: Overview of the development in Event B
We begin by an abstract specification of the coloring problem (COLORING1), which is refined by a machine
defining an inductive coloring fuction (COLORING2) and finally, after some refinement steps, we end with three
concrete machines, which define three different vertex coloring algorithms (COLORING3, COLORING5, COL-
ORING6). Examples showing the behaviour of these three graph coloring algorithm can be found in the appendices
of this report (Appendices A, B and C).
2.2 The Coloring Problem In Event B
We assume that a graph GRAPH is given over a set of vertices NODES. Then, we define a set of colors COLORS,








We specify some properties about these sets and constants:
axm1 : NODES 6= ∅
axm2 : GRAPH ∈ NODES ↔ NODES
axm3 : GRAPH 6= ∅
axm4 : COLORS 6= ∅
• the axiom axm1 expresses that the set of vertices is not empty,
• the axiom axm2 expresses that the graph GRAPH is a set containing vertices linked between them by edges,
• the axiom axm3 expresses that the GRAPH is not empty,
• the axiom axm4 expresses that the set of colors COLORS is not empty,
axm5 : ∀n·n ∈ NODES ⇒ n ∈ dom(GRAPH)
Nodes are not isolated
axm6 : NODES ⊳ id ∩ GRAPH = ∅
GRAPH is irreflexive
axm7 : GRAPH = GRAPH−1
GRAPH is symmetric
axm8 : ∀s·s ⊆ NODES ∧ s 6= ∅ ∧ GRAPH[s] ⊆ s ⇒ NODES ⊆ s
GRAPH is connected
• the previous axioms express that the graph GRAPH is a simple graph:
– the axiom axm5 expresses that all the vertices belong to the graph GRAPH, that they are not isolated,
– the axiom axm6 expresses that the graph GRAPH is irreflexive: the neighbour of a vertex in GRAPH
must be another vertex, not itself,
– the axiom axm7 expresses that the graph GRAPH is symmetric,
































n1 7→ n2 ∈ g∧
n1 7→ c1 ∈ colored nodes∧



























• using classical results of the graph theory, we assume that there exists a vertex coloring function such that
no two adjacent vertices of the graph share the same color: the axiom axm9 expresses this fact. This axiom
helps us to prove the feasibility of the computation, by stating that there exists a solution and hence one should
refine the specification into an algorithmic process leading to the effective computation. Hence, the axiom
axm9 can be defined as a theorem and proved using the proof assistant but we simply reuse the expression
of this property and let the proof in another process. It is mandatory for deriving the feasibility of the event
expressing the specification of the graph coloring problem.
Now, we specify the graph coloring problem (see figure 2.2):
• the input of the specification is a graph whose vertices are not colored yet,
• the output is the same graph with its vertices colored in such a way that no two vertices share the same color.
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Figure 2.2: Coloring a graph in one shot
• we define a variable colored nodes m0 which contains the assignment of colors to the vertices of GRAPH
and which satisfies the following invariant inv1:
inv1 : colored nodes m0 ∈ NODES 7→ COLORS
• its initial value is the empty set (∅):
INITIALISATION
act1 colored nodes m0 := ∅
• the expression of the coloring process is simply stated by the following event COLORING1:
EVENT COLORING1






























n1 7→ n2 ∈ GRAPH∧
n1 7→ c1 ∈ colored nodes m0′∧




























The event is feasible, since the axiom axm9 ensures that there exists one coloring function, such that no two
vertices of the graph share the same color.
The following figure (figure 2.3) sums up the behaviour of the machine containing the specification of the graph
coloring problem:
Figure 2.3: First Machine behaviour
Now, the question is to compute the coloring function and we have to find an inductive property simulating the
computation of the function.
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2.3 Computing The Coloring Function
In the machine COLORING2, which refines the previous machine COLORING1, we define an inductive coloring
function, which assigns the vertices their colors, which are different from the ones given to their neighbours (see
figure 2.4).
Figure 2.4: The coloring function
We define two new variables: colored nodes m1, which describes the current state of the graph and contains
the vertices which have a color and has color m1, which is the set of vertices already colored.
inv1 : colored nodes m1 ∈ NODES 7→ COLORS
inv2 : has color m1 ⊆ NODES










n1 7→ n2 ∈ GRAPH∧
n1 ∈ dom(colored nodes m1)∧










inv4 : ∀n·n /∈ has color m1 ⇔ n /∈ dom(colored nodes m1)
inv5 : ∀n·n ∈ has color m1 ⇔ n ∈ dom(colored nodes m1)
inv6 :






node ∈ dom(colored nodes m1)


inv7 : dom(colored nodes m1) = has color m1
• the invariant inv3 expresses that if a vertex n1 is colored and another vertex n2 is colored and these vertices
are neighbours, then the color of n1 is different from the color of n2,
• the invariant inv4, inv5, inv7 express that the domain of colored nodes m1, which contains the vertices col-
ored, is the same as the set of the vertices (has color m1) which are already colored,
• the invariant inv6 expresses that if all the vertices of the graph are colored, then they all belong to the set
containing the vertices which have chosen a color (colored nodes m1).
The initial values of the variables are the empty set (∅).
INITIALISATION
act1 : colored nodes m0 := ∅
act2 : colored nodes m1 := ∅
act3 : has color m1 := ∅
A new event COLORING NODE2 is introduced: it contains the coloring function. It simulates the local choice
of a color by a vertex. When a vertex is not colored yet, a color different from the ones chosen by its neighbours,







grd1 : node ∈ NODES
grd2 : color ∈ COLORS
grd3 : node ∈ dom(GRAPH)
grd4 : node /∈ has color m1
grd5 : color /∈ colored nodes m1[GRAPH[{node}]]
THEN
act1 : colored nodes m1(node) := color
act2 : has color m1 := has color m1 ∪ {node}




grd1 : dom(GRAPH) = has color m1
THEN
act1 : colored nodes m0 := colored nodes m1
The following figure (figure 2.5) sums up the behaviour of the first refinement:
Figure 2.5: First Refinement behaviour
We summarize the current description of our model by stating that a vertex chooses the right color among its
neighbours which are supposed to be in a “ball” centered on the vertex. This model does not take into account the
notion of ill-chosen colors and multiple tentatives for choosing a color. Next section will solve this question.
2.4 Progressing By Errors
The algorithms defined in the machines COLORING3, COLORING5, COLORING6 introduce the notion that a
vertex might do multiple color choices before finding the right one (see figure 2.6) .
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Figure 2.6: Progressing by errors
The principles of theses algorithms are the following: A vertex has to choose a color until it obtains a right one,
that is, a color different from the ones its neighbours have chosen. When the vertex has chosen a right color, it
stops executing its the algorithms. The end of the algorithm is reached when every vertex in the graph has stopped
executing it, that is, when the color chosen by each vertex of the graph is different from the ones assigned to its
neighbours.
2.4.1 Synchronous Coloring Algorithm
The concrete machine COLORING3 describes a first vertex coloring algorithm, which presents the following
characteristics:
• each vertex v of a graph G, to which the algorithm is applied, is linked to a list Lv , which contains its active
neighbours, i.e. the neighbours not already colored or having the same color as it,
• during the execution of the algorithm, v updates Lv , by removing from it its neighbours which have colors
different from the one it has.
This algorithm can be divided into three steps:
1. in a first round, all the vertices, which have no color or are not correctly colored, randomly choose colors
which are not already assigned to some of their neighbours, which are not parts of their active neighbours
lists anymore,
2. then in a second round, all the vertices which have chosen colors, update the graph by deleting the edges
between them and their neighbours which have chosen different colors,
3. and finally the vertices verify if they are still linked to some neighbours; if it is the case, they restart choosing
colors otherwise they stop executing the algorithm.
We define five new variables in COLORING3:
inv1 : active graph m2 ⊆ GRAPH
inv2 : colored nodes m2 ∈ NODES 7→ COLORS
inv3 : has chosen color m2 ⊆ NODES
inv4 : relations m2 ⊆ GRAPH
inv5 : active nodes m2 ⊆ NODES
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• active graph m2 is a set containing the edges between the vertices of the graph GRAPH which are not
already colored or share the same colors (i.e a vertex a which is adjacent to a vertex b and which has the same
color as b is an active neighbour of b),
• colored nodes m2 is contains the vertices of the graph as keys and the colors assigned to these vertices as
values,
• has chosen color m2 contains the vertices which have chosen a color during the execution of the algorithm,
• relations m2 contains the edges of the graph which have to be observed during the execution of the algorithm,
• active nodes m2 is a set which contains the vertices of the graph with active neighbours.





n1 7→ n2 ∈ GRAPH ∧ n2 7→ n1 ∈ GRAPH∧
n1 7→ n2 /∈ active graph m2 ∧ n2 7→ n1 /∈ active graph m2∧
n1 ∈ dom(colored nodes m2)∧





colored nodes m2(n1) 6= colored nodes m2(n2)




∀node·∀color·node 7→ color ∈ colored nodes m2
⇒
¬color ∈ ran(ran({node} ⊳ GRAPH) ⊳ colored nodes m1))


inv8 : active graph m2 6= ∅ ⇒
(∀n·n ∈ NODES ⇒ n /∈ dom(colored nodes m1))
inv9 : colored nodes m1 ⊆ colored nodes m2
• the invariant inv6 expresses that if two vertices of GRAPH are adjacent in GRAPH but not linked in ac-
tive graph m2 and have chosen colors, then the color chosen by the first vertex is different from the one
chosen by the second,
• the invariant inv7 expresses that if the vertices in GRAPH have no active neighbours anymore, then the
color of a vertex in colored nodes m2 is different from the ones its neighbours have definitely chosen in
colored nodes m1,
• the invariant inv8 expresses that if there are still vertices with active neighbours, then no vertex has a definitive
color in colored nodes m1,
• the invariant inv9 expresses that the process in COLORING3 is simulating the previous process in COL-
ORING2; we indicate a possible error in the choice of a color and we state that the new variable col-
ored nodes m2 is correct with respect to colored nodes m1: colored nodes m1 ⊆ colored nodes m2.
The initial values of the variables are the empty set (∅), except for active graph m2, relations m2 which is
initialised with GRAPH and active nodes m2 which is initialised with dom(GRAPH), because all the vertices have
active neighbours in the initial state.
INITIALISATION
act1 : colored nodes m0 := ∅
act2 : colored nodes m1 := ∅
act3 : has color m1 := ∅
act4 : active graph m2 := GRAPH
act5 : colored nodes m2 := ∅
act6 : has chosen color m2 := ∅
act7 : relations m2 := GRAPH
act8 : active nodes m2 := dom(GRAPH)
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The event CHOOSE COLOR describes the choice of a color by a node: the node randomly chooses a color
not already chosen by its non-active neighbours. A non-active neighbour is a neighbour of the vertex which has
already chosen a color different of the vertex of the node in a previous step of the algorithm. However, the vertex
may choose the same color than the others active vertices. When all the vertices, which have to chose a color, have






grd1 : node ∈ NODES
grd2 : color ∈ COLORS
grd3 : node ∈ dom(active graph m2)
grd4 : node /∈ has chosen color m2
grd5 : color /∈ ran(ran({node} ⊳ (GRAPH \ active graph m2)) ⊳ colored nodes m2)
grd6 : has chosen color m2 ⊂ active nodes m2
THEN
act1 : colored nodes m2(node) := color
act2 : has chosen color m2 := has chosen color m2 ∪ {node}
The event GRAPH REDUCTION removes from the list of active neighbours of a vertex the neighbours which





grd1 : node ∈ NODES
grd2 : node ∈ dom(relations m2)
grd3 : node ∈ has chosen color m2
grd4 : node ∈ dom(colored nodes m2)
grd5 : has chosen color m2 = active nodes m2
THEN





({node} ⊳ active graph m2)




act2 : relations m2 := relations m2 \ ({node} ⊳ active graph m2)
When there are still vertices with active neighbours, it means that the coloring process is not complete: there
are vertices which have chosen a color similar to the ones their neighbours have chosen. It means that they have
to restart a new choice. The event RETURN TO CHOICE allows this new choice to happen by reinitializing the
variables relations m2, active nodes m2 and has chosen color m2.
EVENT RETURN TO CHOICE
WHEN
grd1 : active graph m2 6= ∅
grd2 : relations m2 = ∅
grd3 : has chosen color m2 = active nodes m2
THEN
act1 : relations m2 := active graph m2
act2 : active nodes m2 := dom(active graph m2)
act3 : has chosen color m2 := ∅
The event COLORING NODE3 finally colors the vertices in the variable colored nodes m1 from the variable
colored nodes m2, which is a temporary coloring variable.
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EVENT COLORING NODE3





grd1 : node ∈ NODES
grd2 : color ∈ COLORS
grd3 : node ∈ dom(GRAPH)
grd4 : node /∈ has color m1
grd5 : node 7→ color ∈ colored nodes m2
grd6 : active graph m2 = ∅
THEN
act1 : colored nodes m1(node) := color
act2 : has color m1 := has color m1 ∪ {node}
The event COLORING NODE3 refines the event COLORING NODE2 of the previous model; the guard means
that each node has a color and that the global state corresponds to the fact that each node is no more active. A
condition should be that for each vertex of the graph, the neighbours of the vertex have a color different from the
one it has chosen. This property is simple to check and is localizable. It means that each vertex stops when all his
neighbours are no more active. Moreover, the property to prove is that when a vertex has a proper color and when
his neighbours have proper ones, then the algorithm will be in a global state leading to a global stability by fairness
assumption.




grd1 : dom(GRAPH) = has color m1
THEN
act1 : colored nodes m0 := colored nodes m1
The following figure (figure 2.7) sums up the behaviour of the synchronous algorithm:
Figure 2.7: Synchronous algorithm behaviour
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The current model is stating a solution close to the algorithm described by Métivier et al ([40]). Assumptions
on the model are that the underlying computation model has a global clock and all the processors start the algorithm
at the same time. The event CHOOSE COLOR integrates a probabilistic argument when one wants to express
the choice of a good set of colors for the remaining vertices. Moreover, our model can be either transformed into
a synchronous algorithm in a very direct way or it can be refined into another model to provide an asynchronous
algorithm.
2.4.2 Asynchronous Coloring Algorithms
The models defined in the machines COLORING4, COLORING5 and COLORING6 present asynchronous al-
gorithms. The behaviour of these algorithms is the same as the one defined in COLORING3, except the fact that
the vertices do not have to wait for all the others to choose their colors, update the links between them and their
neighbours or restart choices.
a A First Asynchronous Coloring Algorithm (COLORING4 And COLORING5)
The asynchronous vertex coloring algorithm described in the machines COLORING4 and COLORING5 can be
divided into steps:
1. First, a vertex, which still have active neighbours, that is a vertex which have neighbours sharing the same
color with it, blocks itself and these neighbours, if none of them are already blocked or are blocking other
nodes (event BLOCK NODES),
2. Then, the blocked vertices choose colors, with the condition that the colors were not already chosen by their
non-active neighbours (i.e. the neighbours which have chosen different colors from the ones the vertices have
chosen in previous rounds of the algorithm) (event CHOOSE COLOR),
3. The vertices update the connections between them: they erase the edges between them and their neigh-
bours which have chose colors different from theirs, and the blocked vertices are released (event GRAPH -
REDUCTION),
4. Finally, when none of the vertice have active neighbours anymore, the algorithm ends, because it means that
all the vertices have chosen colors different from the ones their neighbours have chosen (event COLOR-
ING NODE4).
The following figure (figure 2.8) describes this behaviour:
Figure 2.8: First asynchronous algorithm behaviour
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COLORING4
Five new variables are defined:
inv1 : active graph m2 ⊆ GRAPH
inv2 : colored nodes m2 ∈ NODES 7→ COLORS
inv3 : has chosen color m2 ⊆ NODES
inv4 : blocked nodes m2 ⊆ GRAPH
inv5 : blocker m2 ⊆ NODES
• active graph m2 is a set containing the edges between the vertices of the graph GRAPH which are not already
colored or share the same colors (i.e a vertex a which is adjacent to a vertex b and which has the same color
as b is an active neighbour of b),
• colored nodes m2 contains the vertices of the graph as keys and the colors assigned to these vertices as
values,
• has chosen color m2 contains the vertices which have chosen a color during the execution of the algorithm,
• blocked nodes m2 contains the edges blocked by a vertex during the execution of the algorithm,
• blocker m2 contains the vertices blocking edges during the execution of the algorithm.
These variables and the events defined in COLORING4 have to satisfy the following invariants:












n1 7→ n2 ∈ GRAPH ∧ n2 7→ n1 ∈ GRAPH∧
n1 7→ n2 /∈ active graph m2 ∧ n2 7→ n1 /∈ active graph m2∧
n1 ∈ dom(colored nodes m2)∧






















node 7→ color ∈ colored nodes m2
⇒







inv9 : active graph m2 6= ∅
⇒
(∀n·n ∈ NODES ⇒ n /∈ dom(colored nodes m1))
inv10 : colored nodes m1 ⊆ colored nodes m2
• the invariant inv6 expresses that the graph reduced is still symmetric,
• the invariant inv7 expresses that if two vertices of GRAPH are adjacent in GRAPH but not linked in ac-
tive graph m2 and have chosen colors, then the color chosen by the first vertex is different from the one
chosen by the second,
• the invariant inv8 expresses that if the vertices in GRAPH have no active neighbours anymore, then the
color of a vertex in colored nodes m2 is different from the ones its neighbours have definitely chosen in
colored nodes m1,
• the invariant inv9 expresses that if there are still vertices with active neighbours, then no vertex has a definitive
color in colored nodes m1,
• the invariant inv10 expresses that the process in COLORING4 is simulating the previous process in COL-
ORING2; we indicate a possible error in the choice of a color and we state that the new variable col-
ored nodes m2 is correct with respect to colored nodes m1: colored nodes m1 ⊆ colored nodes m2.
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The initial values of the variables are the empty set (∅) except for active graph m2, which is initialised with the
edges of GRAPH.
INITIALISATION
act1 : colored nodes m0 := ∅
act2 : colored nodes m1 := ∅
act3 : has color m1 := ∅
act4 : active graph m2 := GRAPH
act5 : colored nodes m2 := ∅
act6 : has chosen color m2 := ∅
act7 : blocked nodes m2 := ∅
act8 : blocker m2 := ∅
The model introduces the notion of a vertex blocking its neighbours: a mechanism which manages the creation
of entities called “blocked balls” with blocking vertices as their centers and blocked neighbours at their peripheries,





grd1 : node ∈ NODES
grd2 : node /∈ dom(blocked nodes m2) ∪ ran(blocked nodes m2)
grd3 : (({node} ⊳ active graph m2) ∪ (active graph m2 ⊲ {node})) ∩ blocked nodes m2 = ∅
grd4 : ran({node} ⊳ active graph m2) ∩ (dom(blocked nodes m2) ∪ ran(blocked nodes m2)) = ∅
grd5 : node /∈ blocker m2
grd6 : node ∈ dom(active graph m2)
THEN
act1 : blocked nodes m2 := blocked nodes m2 ∪ (({node} ⊳ active graph m2) ∪ (active graph m2 ⊲ {node}))
act2 : blocker m2 := blocker m2 ∪ {node}
A vertex node is not in a “ball” (center of peripheral - blocker or blocked). It means that it can block itself and
its neighbours. The effect of the event BLOCK NODES is to create a new blocked ball and related blocked nodes.
The event is not triggered, if one node member of the ball is already blocking or being blocked. The figure (see
figure 2.9) provides an example and some counter-examples.
Figure 2.9: Examples and counter-examples for BLOCK NODES
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grd1 : node ∈ NODES
grd2 : color ∈ COLORS
grd3 : node ∈ dom(active graph m2)
grd4 : node /∈ has chosen color m2
grd5 : color /∈ ran(ran({node} ⊳ (GRAPH \ active graph m2)) ⊳ colored nodes m2)
grd6 : node ∈ dom(blocked nodes m2) ∪ ran(blocked nodes m2)
THEN
act1 : colored nodes m2(node) := color
act2 : has chosen color m2 := has chosen color m2 ∪ {node}
The event is triggered when a vertex, which is the origin of an edge in active graph m2, has not already chosen a
color and is a member of a “blocked ball” (center or neighbour). The vertex chooses a color which have not already
been chosen by his non-active neighbours.





grd1 : node ∈ NODES
grd2 : node ∈ dom(active graph m2)
grd3 : node ∈ has chosen color m2
grd4 : node ∈ dom(colored nodes m2)
grd5 : ({node} ∪ dom(active graph m2 ⊲ {node})) ⊆ has chosen color m2
grd6 : (({node} ⊳ active graph m2) ∪ (active graph m2 ⊲ {node})) ⊆ blocked nodes m2
grd7 : node ∈ dom(blocked nodes m2) ∪ ran(blocked nodes m2)
grd8 : node ∈ blocker m2
THEN
act1 : has chosen color m2 := has chosen color m2 \ ({node} ∪ dom(active graph m2 ⊲ {node}))
act2 : blocked nodes m2 := blocked nodes m2 \ (({node} ⊳ active graph m2) ∪ (active graph m2 ⊲ {node}))
















({node} ⊳ active graph m2)




({node} ⊳ active graph m2)
















act4 : blocker m2 := blocker m2 \ {node}
The event GRAPH REDUCTION is triggered when all the members of “blocked ball” have chosen their colors.
Then, the edges between blocked neighbours which have chosen different colors are removed, and blocked nodes
become unblocked and are removed from the set of nodes which have chosen a color.
The two next events, COLORING NODE4 and COLORING4, occur when the nodes have correctly chosen
their colors: these events color the graph using the set of colors obtained during the previous steps of the algorithms.
EVENT COLORING NODE4





grd1 : node ∈ NODES
grd2 : color ∈ COLORS
grd3 : node ∈ dom(GRAPH)
grd4 : node /∈ has color m1
grd5 : node 7→ color ∈ colored nodes m2
THEN
act1 : colored nodes m1(node) := color





grd1 : dom(GRAPH) = has color m1
THEN
act1 : colored nodes m0 := colored nodes m1
COLORING5 : The Refinement Of COLORING4
This refinement has been made in order to remove the global knowledge of the structure of the graph GRAPH
from the event COLORING4. Some invariants have been defined in order to achieve that goal:
inv1 : dom(colored nodes m1) = has color m1
inv2 : ∀node·node ∈ has chosen color m2 ⇒ node ∈ dom(colored nodes m2)
inv3 : ∀n·n ∈ dom(GRAPH \ active graph m2) ⇒ n ∈ dom(colored nodes m2)
inv4 : active graph m2 = ∅ ⇒ dom(colored nodes m2) = dom(GRAPH)
inv5 : active graph m2 = ∅ ∧ colored nodes m1 6= ∅ ∧ colored nodes m2 = colored nodes m1
⇒
(∀node·node ∈ dom(GRAPH) ⇒ node ∈ dom(colored nodes m1))
inv6 : has chosen color m2 ⊆ dom(blocked nodes m2) ∪ ran(blocked nodes m2)
• inv1 expresses that the vertices with a color attached to them in colored nodes m1 have chosen their definitive
colors (they are members of has color m1),
• inv2 expresses that the vertices with a temporary colors are members of the set containig the vertices which
have chosen temporary colors,
• inv3 expresses that the vertices which have no active neighbours anymore have already chosen temporary
colors,
• inv4 expresses that if all the vertices of GRAPH have no active neighbours anymore, it implies that they have
already chosen a color,
• inv5 expresses that if all the vertices of GRAPH have no active neighbours anymore and the set of temporary
colors is equal to the set of final colors, then all the vertices have chosen their final colors,
• inv6 expresses that the set of nodes which have chosen a color is a subset of the set of blocked nodes.
These invariants allow us to remove the global knowledge of the graph GRAPH from the event COLORING4,





grd1 : active graph m2 = ∅
grd2 : colored nodes m1 6= ∅
grd3 : colored nodes m2 = colored nodes m1
THEN
act1 : colored nodes m0 := colored nodes m1
We summarize the current description of our models by stating that these models are still abstract and can be refined
into more concrete ones later.
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b A Second Asynchronous Coloring Algorithm (COLORING6)
The machine COLORING6 describes another asynchronous coloring algorithm different from the previous one,
described in COLORING4 and COLORING5: the algorithm described is local, i.e. focused on the point of view
of a node.
This new algorithm can be divided into several steps:
• a round where a vertex with active neighbours generates randomly a color and send it to his neighbours,
• another round where this vertex receive the colors chosen by his neighbours, one at a time,
• and finally, a round where it updates its active neighbours.
New definitions of the graph GRAPH, and several new constants and axioms are needed for the modelling.
Therefore, we extend the previous context COLORING0 with a new one ,COLORING7, which is used by the
machine COLORING6.
axm1 : G ∈ NODES → P(NODES)
axm2 : ∀x·(x ∈ NODES ⇒ G(x) = GRAPH[{x}])
axm3 : INIT FORBIDDEN COLORS ∈ NODES → P(COLORS)
axm4 : ∀n·n ∈ NODES ⇒ n 7→ ∅ ∈ INIT FORBIDDEN COLORS
axm5 : INIT COLORS NAT ∈ NODES → P(COLORS)
axm6 : ∀n·n ∈ NODES ⇒ n 7→ ∅ ∈ INIT COLORS NAT
axm7 : INIT HAS FINISHED ∈ NODES → BOOL
axm8 : ∀n·n ∈ NODES ⇒ n 7→ FALSE ∈ INIT HAS FINISHED
axm9 : INIT RCV FROM ∈ NODES → P(NODES)
axm10 : ∀n·n ∈ NODES ⇒ n 7→ ∅ ∈ INIT RCV FROM
axm11 : INIT RCV FROM NODES ∈ NODES → (NODES 7→ P(COLORS))
axm12 : ∀n·n ∈ NODES ⇒ n 7→ ∅ ∈ INIT RCV FROM NODES
In this new context, we have a redefinition of the graph GRAPH and some definitions of new constants:
• G is a representation of the graph. The graph is defined in such a way that a vertex is associated with its
neighbours,
• INIT FORBIDDEN COLORS is a constant which associates a vertex with a set containing its forbidden
colors. As it is used to define the initial state of the current model and the vertices have no forbidden colors
during the initialisation, it associates every node of GRAPH with the empty set (∅),
• INIT COLORS NAT is a constant which associates a vertex with a the color it as chosen. As it is used to
define the initial state of the current model and the vertices have no color during the initialisation, it associates
every node of GRAPH with an empty color (∅),
• INIT HAS FINISHED is a constant which associates a vertex with a state: TRUE if it has finished executing
the algorithm, otherwise FALSE. As it is used to define the initial state of the current model, it associates
every node of GRAPH with FALSE,
• INIT RCV FROM is a constant which associates a vertex with the neighbours from which it has received a
color. As it is used to define the initial state of the current model and the vertices have sent nothing yet, it
associates every node of GRAPH with the empty set (∅),
• INIT RCV FROM NODES is a constant which associates a vertex with the neighbours and the colors they
have sent. As it is used to define the initial state of the current model and the vertices have sent nothing yet,
it associates every node of GRAPH with the empty set (∅).
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In the machine COLORING6, we define new variables:
inv1 : graph ∈ NODES → P(NODES)
inv2 : forbiddenColors ∈ NODES → P(COLORS)
inv3 : colors ∈ NODES → P(COLORS)
inv4 : control ∈ NODES → P(NODES)
inv5 : hasFinished ∈ NODES → BOOL
inv6 : send ∈ NODES 7→ P(COLORS)
inv7 : receiveFrom ∈ NODES → P(NODES)
inv8 : receiveFromNode ∈ NODES → (NODES 7→ P(COLORS))
inv9 : block ∈ NODES → P(NODES)
• graph contains the vertices of the graph associated with the neighbours which have the same color as them,
• forbiddenColors contains the vertices of the graph associated with the colors they can not choose,
• colors contains the vertices of the graph associated with the colors they have chosen,
• control contains the vertices of the graph associated with the neighbours to which they have not yet compared
their colors,
• hasFinished contains the state vertices of the graph: TRUE if they have finished executing the algorithm,
otherwise FALSE,
• send contains the vertices of the graph associated with the colors they have sent to their neighbours,
• receiveFrom contains the vertices of the graph associated with the neighbours from which they have received
a color,
• receiveFromNode contains the vertices of the graph associated with the neighbours from which they have
received a color and said color,
• block contains the vertices of the graph associated with the neighbours which are blocking them.
These variables and the events of COLORING6 have to respect the following invariants:
inv10 : NODES = dom(graph)
inv11 : NODES = dom(colors)
inv12 : NODES = dom(forbiddenColors)
inv13 : NODES = dom(control)
inv14 : NODES = dom(hasFinished)
inv15 : NODES = dom(send)
inv16 : NODES = dom(receiveFrom)
inv17 : NODES = dom(block)
inv18 : ∀n·(receiveFrom(n) = dom(receiveFromNode(n)))
inv19 : ∀node·hasFinished(node) = FALSE
⇒node /∈ dom(colored nodes m1)
inv20 : ∀n1·n1 ∈ dom(colored nodes m1)














n1 ∈ dom(colored nodes m1)∧


















inv22 : ∀n1·n1 ∈ dom(colored nodes m1)
⇒graph(n1) = ∅












n1 ∈ dom(colored nodes m1)∧
















• the invariants from inv10 to inv17 state that the domains of graph, forbiddenColors, colors, control, hasFin-
ished, send, receiveFrom, block are equal to NODES,
• inv18 states that if a node has received something from a neighbour n, then n has sent it a color,
• inv19 states that if a node has not stopped executing the algorithm, then it does not have a definitive color,
• inv20 states that if a node has its definitive color, then this color is the one it has chosen during the execution
of the algorithm,
• inv21 expresses that if two nodes which are neighbours in the original graph have their definitive colors, then
these colors are different,
• inv22 expresses that if a vertex has its definitive color, then its list of active neighbours is empty,
• inv23 expresses that if a vertex has stopped executing the algorithm, then its list of active neighbours is empty,
• inv24 expresses that if two nodes which are neighbours in the original graph have their definitive colors, then
they are not in each other’s list of active neighbours.
The initialisation of colored nodes m0, colored nodes m1, has color m1 with the empty set (∅) expresses the
fact that at the initial state of the algorithm, no vertex has a definitive color.
INITIALISATION
act1 : colored nodes m0 := ∅
act2 : colored nodes m1 := ∅
act3 : has color m1 := ∅
act4 : graph := G
act5 : forbiddenColors := INIT FORBIDDEN COLORS
act6 : colors := INIT COLORS NAT
act7 : control := G
act8 : hasFinished := INIT HAS FINISHED
act9 : send := INIT COLORS NAT
act10 : receiveFrom := INIT RCV FROM
act11 : receiveFromNode := INIT RCV FROM NODES
act12 : block := INIT RCV FROM
The other variables are initialised with respect to the initial state of the machine:
• graph is initialised with G, which contains the vertices of GRAPH associated with their neighbours,
• forbiddenColors is initialised in such a way that at the beginning of the algorithm, the vertices have no
forbidden colors,
• colors is initialised in such a way that at the beginning of the algorithm, the vertices have no colors,
• control is initialised with G, which contains the vertices of GRAPH associated with their neighbours,
• hasFinished is initialised in such a way that no vertex of GRAPH has finished executing the algorithm,
• send is initialised in such a way that no vertex of GRAPH has sent a color,
• receiveFrom is initialised in such a way that no vertex of GRAPH has received a message from its neighbours,
• receiveFromNode is initialised in such a way that no vertex of GRAPH has received a color from its neigh-
bours,
• block is initialised in such a way that is no neighbour blocking a vertex of GRAPH.
The event GENERATE AND SEND COLOR models the generation and the sending of a color by a node.
It is triggered when the vertex has active neighbours, has generated and sent no color, has not yet compared its
color to the colors of its neighbours, has received nothing, is not blocked and has not already finished executing
the algorithm. If these conditions hold, it generates a random color, not already taken by its non-active neighbours
(not in its list of forbidden colors), and sends it to its neighbours. We can notice that when a node has no active
neighbours anymore, it does not generate and send a new color, because the last color sent by it, is stored in the
variable send and is not modified.
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grd1 : node ∈ NODES
grd2 : graph(node) 6= ∅
grd3 : color ∈ COLORS
grd4 : color /∈ forbiddenColors(node)
grd5 : control(node) = G(node)
grd6 : send(node) = ∅
grd7 : receiveFrom(node) = ∅
grd8 : block(node) = ∅
grd9 : hasFinished(node) = FALSE
THEN
act1 : colors(node) := {color}
act2 : send(node) := {color}
The event RECEIVE FROM NEIGHBOUR models the receiving of the colors sent by its neighbours by a
vertex. This event is triggered when the vertex has active neighbours and has sent something to them. Then, the
node receive the colors sent by its neighbours and blocks them.





grd1 : node ∈ NODES
grd2 : neighbour ∈ G(node)
grd3 : send(node) 6= ∅
grd4 : neighbour ∈ NODES
grd5 : send(neighbour) 6= ∅
grd6 : neighbour /∈ receiveFrom(node)
grd7 : receiveFrom(node) 6= G(node)
grd8 : node /∈ block(neighbour)
grd9 : graph(node) 6= ∅
THEN
act1 : receiveFrom(node) := receiveFrom(node) ∪ {neighbour}
act2 : receiveFromNode(node) := receiveFromNode(node) ∪ {neighbour 7→ send(neighbour)}
act3 : block(neighbour) := block(neighbour) ∪ {node}
When a vertex receives colors from its neighbours, it performs some treatments and operations based on com-
parisons between its color and the colors it received. The treatments can be classified into three types:
1. First Treatment: The vertex receives a color from an active neighbour and which is different from its color.
Then, the neighbour is marked as observed, is removed from the list of active neighbours of the vertex and
the color chosen by the neighbour is stored in its list of forbidden colors.





grd1 : node ∈ NODES
grd2 : graph(node) 6= ∅
grd3 : receiveFrom(node) = G(node)
grd4 : control(node) 6= ∅
grd5 : neighbour ∈ G(node)
grd6 : neighbour ∈ receiveFrom(node)
grd7 : neighbour ∈ control(node)
grd8 : neighbour ∈ graph(node)
grd9 : (receiveFromNode(node))(neighbour) 6= colors(node)
grd10 : node ∈ block(neighbour)
grd11 : neighbour ∈ block(node)
THEN
act1 : forbiddenColors(node) := forbiddenColors(node) ∪ (receiveFromNode(node))(neighbour)
act2 : graph(node) := graph(node) \ {neighbour}
act3 : control(node) := control(node) \ {neighbour}
2. Second Treatment: The vertex receives a color from an active neighbour and which is the same as its color.
Because the colors are the same, nothing is done. The neighbour is just marked as observed.
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grd1 : node ∈ NODES
grd2 : graph(node) 6= ∅
grd3 : receiveFrom(node) = G(node)
grd4 : control(node) 6= ∅
grd5 : neighbour ∈ G(node)
grd6 : neighbour ∈ receiveFrom(node)
grd7 : neighbour ∈ control(node)
grd8 : neighbour ∈ graph(node)
grd9 : (receiveFromNode(node))(neighbour) = colors(node)
grd10 : node ∈ block(neighbour)
grd11 : neighbour ∈ block(node)
THEN
act1 : control(node) := control(node) \ {neighbour}
3. Third Treatment: The vertex receives a color from a non-active neighbour. The neighbour is marked as
observed and the color received from it is stored in the list of forbidden colors of the vertex.





grd1 : node ∈ NODES
grd2 : graph(node) 6= ∅
grd3 : receiveFrom(node) = G(node)
grd4 : control(node) 6= ∅
grd5 : neighbour ∈ G(node)
grd6 : neighbour ∈ receiveFrom(node)
grd7 : neighbour ∈ control(node)
grd8 : neighbour /∈ graph(node)
grd9 : node ∈ block(neighbour)
THEN
act1 : forbiddenColors(node) := forbiddenColors(node) ∪ (receiveFromNode(node))(neighbour)
act2 : control(node) := control(node) \ {neighbour}
The event END FOR RECEIVE is triggered when a node, which still has active neighbours, has performed
all the previous treatments based on the colors comparisons. The fact that it still has active neighbours means that
these neighbours have chosen the same colors as the one it has chosen, so the variables representing its receiving of
colors from its neighbours (receiveFrom and receiveFromNode), are set to the empty set (∅). Therefore, the node,
after being released by the neighbours which has blocked it, can restart a new choice of color.




grd1 : node ∈ NODES
grd2 : graph(node) 6= ∅
grd3 : control(node) = ∅
THEN
act1 : send(node) := ∅
act2 : control(node) := G(node)
act3 : receiveFrom(node) := ∅
act4 : receiveFromNode(node) := ∅
The event RELEASE is triggered when a node is blocking a neighbour, has reinitialised the values of the
variables representing its receiving of colors from its neighbours (receiveFrom and receiveFromNode), and when







grd1 : node ∈ NODES
grd2 : neighbour ∈ NODES
grd3 : receiveFrom(node) = ∅
grd4 : receiveFrom(neighbour) = ∅
grd5 : node ∈ block(neighbour)
THEN
act1 : block(neighbour) := block(neighbour) \ {node}
The event FINISH is triggered when a node has no active neighbours anymore and is in the state FALSE (i.e.
the node has not finished executing the algorithm). If these conditions hold, the state of the vertex becomes TRUE,
meaning it has finished executing the algorithm and the variables representing its receiving of colors from its





grd1 : node ∈ NODES
grd2 : graph(node) = ∅
grd3 : hasFinished(node) = FALSE
THEN
act1 : hasFinished(node) := TRUE
act2 : receiveFrom(node) := ∅
act3 : receiveFromNode(node) := ∅
The event COLORING NODE6 assigns its definitive color to a vertex. It is triggered when a vertex has finished
executing the algorithm (i.e. its state is TRUE), that is, when the color it has chosen is different from the ones
its neighbours have chosen, and if it is not blocked anymore. Then, the color chosen by the vertex becomes its
definitive color.
EVENT COLORING NODE6





grd1 : node ∈ NODES
grd2 : color ∈ COLORS
grd4 : node /∈ has color m1
grd6 : colors(node) = {color}
grd7 : hasFinished(node) = TRUE
grd8 : color ∈ colored nodes m1[G(node)]
grd9 : block(node) = ∅
THEN
act1 : colored nodes m1 := colored nodes m1 ∪ {node 7→ color}
act2 : has color m1 := has color m1 ∪ {node}
The following figure (see figure 2.10) illustrates the behaviour of the algorithm when it is localised to a node:
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Figure 2.10: A vertex’s behaviour for the local and asynchronous algorithm
The event COLORING6 occurs when the nodes have correctly chosen their final colors: this event colors the graph




grd1 : NODES = has color m1
THEN
act1 : colored nodes m0 := colored nodes m1
The general behaviour of this algorithm is summed up by the following figure (see figure 2.11) :
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Figure 2.11: Asynchronous algorithm behaviour (local algorithm)
We summarize the current description of our models by stating that this model is the one really close to an
algorithmic form (i.e. simple and local guards, actions, representations of the graph...) and is concrete and local




3.1 Verifying The Behaviour Of The Algorithms
The behaviour of the algorithms, we presented in the previous sections of this report, must be verified, in order to
ensure that this behaviour repect the specifications and that the algorithms do what we expect them to: coloring the
vertices of a graph in such a way that no two adjacent vertices share the same color. Two formal tools are used for
this verification: the model-checker ProB ([29]), which can animate an Event B model and a software dedicated to
the simulation and visualisation of distributed algorithms, ViSiDiA ([12, 18, 48, 47, 14]).
3.1.1 Using ProB
ProB is a model-checker ([29]) for the B method and its derivatives (Event B...). Some interesting features are that
it is quite practical to detect errors in Event B specifications and it also provides an animator, which we can use to
visualise the behaviour of our Event B models (variables changes, states evolution...).
The features allow us to verify that our models indeed respect our specifications and do the coloration of the vertices
of a given graph in a correct way (no two adjacent vertices share the same color).
ProB is a useful tool for verifying of the behaviour of non-enough concrete models, as it uses the Event B language.
However, due to to the fact that the model-checker verify all the reachable states in the system, problems, like state
explosion ([24]), occur and there are sometimes restrictions on the size of the sets we can use and on variables
ranges (e.g. integers). There are limitations in using ProB: we can only verify the behaviour of complex graph
coloring algorithms with a few number of nodes (up to 3 or 4), the number of colors are limited (up to 3 or 4)...
Therefore, we combine the use of ProB with the use another software, called ViSiDiA, which goal is the simulation
and visualisation of distributed algorithms.
3.1.2 Using ViSiDiA
a From Event B To ViSiDiA
Introduction
ViSiDiA ([12, 18, 48, 47, 14]) is a formal verification software dedicated to the simulation and visualisation
of distributed algorithms. Our purpose here is to find a suitable way to obtain Event B models which can be trans-
formed into ViSiDiA models, in order to see if the behaviour of the algorithms defined in these models is correct.
As seen in the works of Mohamed Tounsi, Ahmed Hadj-Kacem, Mohamed Mosbah and Dominique Méry et al.
([14]), the goal is to have a last concrete model, which can be translated with no or little efforts into the language
used by ViSiDiA (Java) (see figure 3.1).
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Figure 3.1: From Event B to ViSiDiA ([14])
Required Characteristics Of Event B Models
There are characteristics that Event B models must have, in order to be translatable into the ViSiDiA program-
ming language. First of all, it should be noticed that the underlying model behind ViSiDiA is based on graph theory,
and the algorithms described using ViSiDiA are local: they are not described at the level of the whole graph, but at
the level of a vertex, that is, the behaviour are the same for every vertex in the graph. We can see that the vertices
have no global knowledge of the state of the graph or its number of nodes... The only knowledge they can get is
the one that their neighbours give them through messages passing. Therefore, the system described by an Event B
model must be one that can be described with a graph and use messages passing mechanisms and one of the main
characteristics the model must have is localisation: the events in the model should only focus on a node, and not
use elements and/or variables leading to a global knowledge of the graph. Using functions are one of the best ways
to localise an Event B model. And since the programming language used in ViSiDiA is Java, the events should be
concrete: for example, the use of relations, set theory must be restricted in the guards and the actions; only uses
that can be translated into simple boolean conditions (guards) or simple transformations of variables (actions) are
allowed.
Our goal here is like the one described in the works of Mohamed Tounsi, Ahmed Hadj-Kacem, Mohamed Mosbah
and Dominique Méry et al. ([14, 27]). We will apply the results of their works but also propose ideas:
1. First, we choose our concrete model COLORING6 for the translation from Event B to ViSiDiA, because it
is local,
2. then, we try to find rules for rewriting Events from our Event B model into algorithmic steps,
3. the steps are integrated into a skeleton of a classic ViSiDiA model, which is basically a Java Class,
4. we use the axioms, properties, theorems... defined in the contexts to draw an instatiation of the graph defined
in the Event B model in the ViSiDiA GUI,
5. we animate and simulate the resulting algorithm using ViSiDiA.
Our ideas are summed up by the following figure (see figure 3.2):
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Figure 3.2: From an Event B model to a ViSiDiA model ([14])
3.2 Probabilities
One aspect of our work is to study how probabilities can appear into distributed algorithms and to take them into
account during the process of refinement. It appears that several works related to this domain have already been
done: we cite the semlinal works of McIver and Morgan [36, 34] and the approach of Hoang, Hallerstede, McIver
and Morgan et al [20, 35, 23, 31] who are proposing an approach integrated to the Event B methodology.
Our goal here is to integrate probabilities into the graph coloring problem. Our analysis shows that probabilities in
the graph coloring algorithm can be studied at three levels: first, at the level of each vertex, during the choice of a
color and then, at the level of a ball when the vertices which composed it have to choose their colors.
3.2.1 Probabilities At The Level Of A Vertex
a Theory
The choice of a color cn among a set C of colors by a vertex can be seen as a probabilistic event: in fact, the
vertex is picking randomly a particular color cn among the set CA of available colors, which is a subset of C. Each
available color has the same chance to be picked by the vertex: consequently, we can say the choice of an available
color cn by a vertex follows the probability theory called “ equiprobability ”.
It should be noticed that during the execution of the algorithm, each vertex n of the graph is maintaining and
updating a list Ln containing its active neighbours, i.e the neighbours which still have the same color as it. When
an active neighbour takes a different color, the vertex n erases it from Ln and the color chosen by the neighbour is
no more available for n: if n has to run its part of the algorithm once again, it will be forbidden for it to choose one
of the colors picked by his neighbours which are not in its list Ln .
Therefore, we can say that the choice of a color by a vertex follows these probabilistic rules:
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Total number of colors − Number of forbidden colors for n
=
1
card(C) − card(CF |CF the set containing the colors chosen by the neighbours of n /∈ Ln)
P (choice of a forbidden color cf by a vertex n) = 0
b Examples
We illustrate our theory through two examples, with a graph with three vertices labelled A, B, C and a set C of
three colors R,G and B:
Example 1: In this case (figure 3.3), all the colors are available for each vertex, there is no restriction on the
choices.
Figure 3.3: First case: no restriction on colors choices
Therefore, we have these probabilities for the choices of colors by the three vertices:
• Probabilities for the choice of a color by A:















• Probabilities for the choice of a color by B:















• Probabilities for the choice of a color by C:
















Example 2: In this case (figure 3.4), there is a restriction on the choices: B is no more an active neighbour of A,
consequently A can not choose the color taken by B.
Figure 3.4: Second case: Existence of a forbidden color for a vertex
Therefore, we have these probabilities for the choices of colors by A and C:
• Probabilities for the choice of a color by A:
– P (choice of R by A) = 1card(C) − card(CF ) =
1
card({R,G,B}) − card({G}) =
1
2
– P (choice of G by A) = 0
– P (choice of B by A) = 1card(C) − card(CF ) =
1
card({R,G,B}) − card({G}) =
1
2
• Probabilities for the choice of a color by C:















3.2.2 Probabilities At The Level Of A “Ball”
a Theory
Our main interest here is to determine the probabilities that the vertices members of a ball are correctly colored
in one-shot, i.e. i.e. that the vertices which are neighbours in the ball choose different colors. We can see that
determining these probabilities is equivalent to the process of computing those that the central vertex n of the ball
chooses a color different from the colors its m+ 1 neighbours nbi, with i = {0..m}, may have chosen.
Therefore, we can say that the correct choice of colors by the members of a ball follows this probabilistic rule,
which is very close to the conditional probability ones:
P (ball correctly colored in one shot) =
∑
(




P (nbi chooses a color different from cn)
)
As we have already said, computing the probabilities that a ball with a central vertex n is correctly colored in
one-shot is equivalent to computing the probabilities that n chooses a color different from the colors its neighbours
may have chosen. Therefore, we can say that if the event “choice of a color by n” is decomposed into two sub-
events, an event “choice of a right color by n” (i.e. n chooses a color different from the ones its neighbours may
have chosen), and another event “choice of a wrong color by n” (i.e. n chooses the same color as one/several
of his neighbours may have chosen), the probabilities the ball is correctly colored in one-shot is equivalent to the
probabilities that n activates the sub-event “good choice of a color by n”. Consequectly, we can say the events
“good choice of a color by n”, and “bad choice of a color by n” follow those probabilistic rules:
P (choice of a right color by a vertex n) = P (ball correctly colored in one shot) with n center of the ball
P (choice of a wrong color by a vertex n) = P (¬(choice of a right color by a vertex n))
= 1− P (choice of a right color by a vertex n)
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b Examples
We illustrate our theory with the two previous examples:
Example 1: In this case, the ball is composed of the vertices A, B, C and the center of the ball is A.
Figure 3.5: First example: no restriction on colors choices
As we have already said, the probabilities for choices of colors, in the case described by the figure 3.5, are the
following:
• Probabilities for the choice of a color by A:















• Probabilities for the choice of a color by B:















• Probabilities for the choice of a color by C:















The following tree (figure 3.6) shows us the combinations of the differents choices of colors the vertices can
make and the probabilities related to them:
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Figure 3.6: Probabilities for the first case
Among all the possibilities (there are 27 possibilities), only 12 of them are correct combinations. Therefore, we
can say that the probability for the ball to be correctly colored in one-shot is:






P (A chooses a color) ×
P (B chooses a color different from the color of A) ×



























We can see that the probabilities that the vertex A activates the events “choice of a right color by A” and “choice
of a wrong color by A” are the following:
















Example 2: In this case, the ball is composed of the vertices A, C and the center of the ball is A.
Figure 3.7: Second example: Existence of a forbidden color for a vertex
As we have already said, the probabilities for choices of colors, in the case described by the figure 3.7, are the
following:
• Probabilities for the choice of a color by A:
– P (choice of R by A) = 1card(C) − card(CF ) =
1
card({R,G,B}) − card({G}) =
1
2
– P (choice of G by A) = 0
– P (choice of B by A) = 1card(C) − card(CF ) =
1
card({R,G,B}) − card({G}) =
1
2
• Probabilities for the choice of a color by C:















The following tree (figure 3.8) shows us the combinations of the differents choices of colors the vertices can
make and the probabilities related to them:
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Figure 3.8: Probabilities for the second case
Among all the possibilities (there are 6 possibilities), 4 of them are correct combinations. Therefore, we can say
that the probability for the ball to be correctly colored in one-shot is:





P (A chooses a color) ∗
























We can see that the probabilities that the vertex A activates the events “choice of a right color by A” and “choice
of a wrong color by A” are the following:















3.2.3 Perspectives: Use Of Probabilistic Formal Verification Tools
We can observe that the probabilities in graph coloring algorithms lie within the choices of colors by vertices. Two
ways of handling probabilities can be studied:
1. The first one is focused on colors available for a vertex: The probabilities are distributed over the set of
available colors a vertex can choose.
2. The second one is focused on the event of the choice of a color by a vertex: we can say that the vertex has
a certain probability of triggering an event called “wrong choice”, in which it chooses a color which is the
same as one of its neighbours, and another probability of triggering an event called “good choice” , in which
it chooses a color different from the colors its neighbours has chosen.
The next step is to transform the local and concrete model COLORING6: the non-deterministic choice of a color by
a node are replaced using these two ways as illustrated by the following figures (see figure 3.10 for the probabilistic
choice between two events “wrong choice” and “good choice” and figure 3.9 for the probabilistic choice of a color
among a set of available ones):
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Figure 3.9: Probabilistic choice at the level of a node
Figure 3.10: Probabilistic choice at the level of an event
We choose here to apply the transformation described by the figure 3.9 because we have a local algorithm defined
in COLORING6 and we wish only to focus on the choice of a node only, not on its choice related to the choices
of its neighbours. The next step is then to analyse the resulting models (see figure 3.11) after this transformation
using probabilistic tools like for instance PRISM ([26]) that was already used in the master thesis of the author for
dealing with the tree identification protocol IEEE 1394 ([44, 43, 10]).
Figure 3.11: A way to handle probabilistic arguments
We propose a way to translate Event B models into PRISM ones:
1. the local and concrete machine COLORING6 is used for the translation,
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2. We choose the behaviour of our PRISM model: it is the one defined by MDP (Markov Decision Processes)
which combines discrete probabilistic behaviour and non-determinism,
3. the graph and the set of colors are instantiated,
4. since the algorithm defined by COLORING6 is local (centered on a node), each module of the PRISM model
corresponds to a node,
5. the events in COLORING6 is translated into PRISM commands, with a version for each node, with respect
to their environment (neighbours, colors available for choice...). The events with non-deterministical choices
(GENERATE AND SEND COLOR) are translated into commands with probabilistic choices using the
method described in the figure 3.9,
6. then, the model-checker PRISM is used to analyse and check properties of the model, like probabilistic
termination, safety properties, . . .
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Figure 3.12: Translation from Event B to PRISM
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Chapter 4
Conclusion and Future Work
The Event-B method generates proof obligations. The summary of these proof obligations discharged either auto-
matically or interactively is a measure of the complexity of the development itself:
Model Total Auto Interactive
COLORING0 0 0 0.00% 0 0.00%
COLORING7 2 2 100.00% 0 0.00%
COLORING1 3 2 66.67% 1 33.33%
COLORING2 13 10 76.92% 3 23.08%
COLORING3 23 16 69.57% 7 30.43%
COLORING4 25 15 60.00% 10 40.00%
COLORING5 20 16 80.00% 4 20.00%
COLORING6 150 142 94.66% 8 5.33%
Table 4.1: The proof obligations for the vertex coloring algorithms
The current stepwise development focuses on vertex coloring algorithms wich require probabilistic arguments to
achieve termination. They have in common the integration of possible errors during the choice of colors by vertices
and this is the point where probabilistic arguments can be handled. As we have mentioned in the abstract, this paper
presents preliminary elements of a global methodology for handling the correct-by-construction refinement-based
approach applied to distributed algorithms and further work is needed to adapt technique and tools. It is also a first
step towards our goal to obtaining a development framework, integrating probabilistic arguments and refinement,
for distributed algorithms. Our work here focuses on the combination (see figure 4.1) of the refinement provided by
the Event B framework and the probabilities handling provided by another formal tool, the model-checker PRISM
([26]).
Figure 4.1: Our current framework for the development of distributed algorithms
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Handling the probabilities through model-checking is interesting, but what we want to do, as a future work, is to
integrate probabilities handling into our Event B modelling, that is extending the Event B Framework ([20, 35,
36, 23, 31, 34]) in such a way, that it can deal with probabilistic arguments (see figure 4.2) through probabilistic
refinement.
Figure 4.2: Extension of our current framework for the development of distributed algorithms
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